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SYMPOSIUM 1999
Women, Equity and Federal Tax Policy: Open
Questions
Forum on Women and Social Security:
What Would Equity Look Like?
Panel IV:
The Social Security System and Women Today
Amity Shlaes
MS. SHLAES:* Good afternoon. We are now moving to
address what is the timeliest topic of the day. My colleagues in the
media have been very busy telling us that now, following the
President's trial, we have a very divided and divisive session of
Congress to look forward to.1 However, it seems the one thing both
sides of the aisle do agree on is the urgent need to reform the old
Social Security arrangement. There is even talk about it happening in
this session of Congress which is, indeed, very energetic.
The first step of good reform is to ask what is it, exactly, that
we are reforming? While most Americans are aware, at least in some
global sense, of the nature of the current Social Security arrangement.
They are not all clear on the enormous effects the various obscure
benefit formuli can have and have had on our lives, particularly
women's lives. I have thought a lot about this, both this morning and
in the past weeks as I watched Congress mull two parallel topics:
Income Tax Reform and Social Security Reform. The first thing you
have to do is know where you are starting. On that note I can say I am
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